Travel Insurance for men with prostate cancer and pre-existing medical conditions

Who does this travel insurance?

Tackle Prostate Cancer recommends JustTravelCover.com. They are part of Just Insurance Agents Ltd, a division of Newton Lee Insurance Services who are themselves authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and registered in England, having their registered office at Victoria House, Toward Road, Sunderland, SR1 2QF.

Why JustTravelCover.com?

Because as independent insurance brokers, they specialise in cover for travellers with pre-existing medical conditions. They are known for being extremely competitive when it comes to covering cancers, as well as other illnesses such as heart and circulatory conditions, etc.

From minor to very serious conditions, they can provide a competitive quote and can even consider cover for terminal illnesses.

They have no upper age limits for single trips, and offer a range of policy types for individuals, couples, families etc. They can also cater for long stay and cruises. Their quotes are quick and easy to do.

“Tackle prostate cancer” is a campaign run by the The National Federation of Prostate Cancer Support Groups which:

- raises awareness of prostate cancer,
- encourages early detection of prostate cancer,
- seeks to ensure that men with prostate cancer always get the best treatment whatever the stage of their disease,
- strives to remove injustices in treatment pathways offered to prostate cancer patients.

The National Federation of Prostate Cancer Support Groups is an organisation of UK patient-led prostate cancer support groups, which:

- acts as the voice of patients;
- assists and strengthens the activities of support groups in aid of men and their families affected by prostate cancer;
- encourages and assists the formation and development of prostate cancer support groups throughout the United Kingdom.

National Helpline 0800 035 5302
www.tackleprostate.org.uk
e-mail info@tackleprostate.org.uk
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Will I have to get letters from my GP before I can take a policy out?

Yes – you just need to go to the right place.

Most insurers will refuse to cover a cancer at all, and many insurers will charge very high premiums to cover you.

Go to a medical specialist travel insurer and you will see just how easy it is to arrange your travel insurance.

Will I be able to find travel insurance that will cover me now I have had a prostate cancer diagnosis?

Yes.

Whether you have been very recently diagnosed, are receiving treatment or have been in remission for quite some time now, you CAN get cover, as your GP gives you the OK to travel.

Will I have to get letters from my GP before I can take a policy out?

A medical specialist insurer can arrange your insurance very easily without the need of forms or letters from your Doctor.

Can I get insurance to cover me even though I am still receiving treatment?

Yes.

Will I have to get letters from my GP before I can take a policy out?

No – it is always best to get insured together on the same policy.

If your partner takes out their own insurance and you end up having to claim because of your medical problems, then your partner’s policy would not cover them for your conditions.

Being insured together on the same policy means that if one of you has to cancel because you become too ill to travel, or have to cut short your trip, then you are both covered for cancellation/curtailment.

I have other medical conditions too, not just Prostate Cancer. How will this impact my insurance?

A medical specialist travel insurer will be able to find you a policy that will cover MOST medical conditions from minor to more serious problems.

I am travelling with my partner. Do they need to get their own insurance?

No – it is always best to get insured together on the same policy.

Will the premium be very expensive?

Do not assume that you’ll have to pay a small fortune for your cover, as this is not always the case.

Insurance premiums are calculated on a number of things such as the destination of your trip, duration, the age of the travellers, and the severity of your medical conditions.

You may wish to get a few quotes for different countries you are thinking of travelling to, and for different durations, to see how much you can expect to pay before you book your travel arrangements.

Again, a medical specialist travel insurer is your best option, as they do not have the “automatic exclusions on cover and unreasonable price increases”

How do I get a quote?

Ring: JustTravelCover.com
Free Phone: 0800 231 5532
or go to www.justtravelcover.com

Open: 9am-8pm Monday to Friday, Saturday 9am-4pm, Sunday 10am-4pm

Please Quote Reference “Tackle”.

For each policy sold, a small donation will be made to the Tackle Prostate Cancer, Charity No 1163152.